EXAMINATION MISCONDUCT

At its meetings of 21st and 22nd August, 2014, the Academic Board considered cases of examination misconduct and approved the expulsion, rustication, suspension and cancellation of a paper as the case may be, against the following students:

1.0 EXPULSED:

1. KPT/CBMS/10/881 - Veronica John Anweting - 200L Bus. Admin & Mgt (Evening)
2. KPT/CBMS/10/5247 - Olofu Samuel - 400L Human Res. Mgt (Evening)
3. KPT/CBMS/02/3972 - Aishatu Talatu Umar - 400L “ “ “ “
4. KPT/CBMS/10/531 - Nura Umar - 400L Bus. Admin & Mgt (Evening)
5. KPT/CBMS/04/6000 - Emmanuel Barnabas - 400L Human Res. Mgt (Evening)
6. KPT/CBMS/10/837 - Bello Usman Gwamba - 200L Bus. Admin & Mgt (Evening)
7. KPT/CBMS/10/997 - Jibrilla Isa Maina - 200L “ “ “ “
8. KPT/CBMS/01/465 - Ahmed Shehu Rumfa - 400L Bus. Admin & Mgt (Evening)
9. KPT/CES/10/1443 - Ibrahim Yusuf - 400L Environmental Technology
10. KPT/CES/12/2549 - Prince Obinna Ariwodo - 100L Environ & Indus Safety Tech.
11. KPT/CES/12/2444 - Sadiq Abubakar Walama - 100L “ “ “ “
12. KPT/CASSS/10/1055 - Maryam Zakari - 200L Lib. & Inform Sc. (Evening)
15. KPT/CASSS/10/538 - Hamid Auwal - 200L “ “ “ “ “
17. KPT/CASSS/10/182 - Onwe Jeffrey Onwe - 200L Mass Comm. (Evening)
20. KPT/CASSS/10/754 - Zainab Garba Salisu - 400L “ “ “ “
21. KPT/CASSS/10/1897 - Theresa Alache Emmanel - 200L Mass Communication
22. KPT/CASSS/12/3432 - Amos Gyang - 100L Public Administration
23. KPT/CASSS/12/3488 - Isah Abubakar - 100L Social Development
24. KPT/CASSS/12/3877 - Muhammed Mubarak - 100L “ “
25. KPT/CASSS/09/0248 - Jimoh Alabere Abbas - 200L Public Administration
26. KPT/CASSS/09/0918 - Nasir Abdullahi Makarfi - 400L Mass Communication
27. KPT/CST/12/3200 - Daniel Innocent Adotha - 300L Textile Technology
28. KPT/CST/12/3005 - Nathan Francis - 300L “ “
29. KPT/CST/10/2293 - Esther Igba - 400L Food Technology
2020.02.03

2.0 SUSPENDED FOR FAILURE TO APPEAR BEFORE INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE. THEY ARE TO APPEAR WITHIN TWO SEMESTERS, FAILURE OF WHICH THEY STAND EXPULSED:

1. KPT/CES/12/1971 - Joseph Emaikwu - 300L Building (Evening)
2. KPT/CASSS/10/634 - Joyce Ndehum Audu - 200 Level Public Admin (Evening)
3. KPT/CASSS/10/912 - Ibrahim Zakari Ya’u - 200L Social Development (Evening)

3.0 RUSTICATED FOR ONE SEMESTER:

1. KPT/COE/12/3575 - Muhammed Murtala Nasiru - 100L Mechanical Engineering

4.0 CANCELLATION OF A PAPER FOR RUDENESS TO AN INVIGILATOR:

1. KPT/CBMS/10/559 - Ahmed Idris Mohammed - 400L Bus. Admin & Mgt. (Evening)

Abdulkadir B. Abba
For: Registrar.

Cc: The Rector,
The Bursar,
The Polytechnic Librarian,
All College Directors,
The Director, Medical Services,
All Deans
All Heads of Department,
The Assistant Chief Statistician,
The Chairman, Evening/Weekend Programmes,
The Deputy Registrar (Information & Protocol),
The Deputy Registrar Student Affairs,
All Student Affairs Officers,
The Chief Security Officer,
The Manager ICTC,
The President SUG,
Kaduna Polytechnic,
Kaduna.

Above for your information and records, please.

Abdulkadir B. Abba
For: Registrar.